### Balloon Smash

1. Blow up your balloon.

2. Select your color combination.

3. Using the 1” brush, cover the canvas with white or gray paint.

4. Pour several circles of paint (about 1” diameter) onto the canvas. Remaining colors can be poured on top or in a ring around the outside of the circle.

5. Use your balloon to “smash” one circle of the paint. Rolling it slightly can create a floral look. If you like the swirl on the balloon, use it to mark on another area of the canvas. Wipe off the balloon with paper towel and then smash another circle of paint. Wipe off the balloon frequently between smashes so you don’t get a mixture of colors that you don’t want. You will use a lot of paper towel.

6. Continue using your balloon as a stamp to create the look you want.

7. Don’t forget to press color onto the edges/sides of the canvas.

8. Fill out a slip and leave it with your art piece.